
GUSHI Dundas Take-out Menu Spring 2018 
 
Meal 

 
-Original Gushi Chicken meal $9.50 
Gushi chicken(3pcs) with drizzle of spicy mayo and sesame sauce on purple rice with red ginger, 
green onion and chili pepper. 
(Contains eggs, sesame, gluten, soy, mustard) 
-Original Gushi Chicken Large meal $14.00 
Gushi chicken(5pcs) with drizzle of spicy mayo and sesame sauce on purple rice with red ginger, 
green onion and chili pepper. 
(Contains eggs, sesame, gluten, soy, mustard) 
-Original Takoyaki meal $9.50 
Takoyaki(5pcs) with drizzle of spicy mayo and sesame sauce on purple rice with red ginger, green 
onion and chili pepper. 
(Contains eggs, sesame, gluten, soy, octopus,mustard)  
-Original Takoyaki Large meal $14.00 
Takoyaki(7pcs) with drizzle of spicy mayo and sesame sauce on purple rice with red ginger, green 
onion and chili pepper. 
(Contains eggs, sesame, gluten, soy, octopus,mustard)  
-Original Croquette meal $9.50 
Vegetable croquette(2pcs) with drizzle of spicy mayo and sesame sauce on purple rice with red 
ginger, green onion and chili pepper. 
(Vegetarian, Contains egg, dairy, sesame, gluten, soy, mustard)  

-Original Croquette Large meal $14.00 
Vegetable croquette(3pcs) with drizzle of spicy mayo and sesame sauce on purple rice with red 
ginger, green onion and chili pepper. 
(Vegetarian, Contains egg, dairy, sesame, gluten, soy, mustard)  

-Original Everything meal $14.00 
Gushi Chicken(2pcs), Takoyaki(3pcs) and Vegetable croquette(1pcs) with drizzle of spicy mayo and 
sesame sauce on purple rice with red ginger, green onion and chili pepper. 
(Contains egg, dairy, sesame, gluten, soy, octopus, mustard)  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



-Nanban Gushi Chicken meal $10.50 
Gushi chicken(3pcs) with drizzle of Citrus vinegar, pickled onion and house made garlic aioli on 
purple rice with red ginger, green onion and chili pepper. 
(Contains eggs, sesame, gluten, soy, mustard) 
-Nanban Gushi Chicken Large meal $15.00 
Gushi chicken(5pcs) with drizzle of Citrus vinegar, pickled onion and house made garlic aioli on 
purple rice with red ginger, green onion and chili pepper. 
(Contains eggs, sesame, gluten, soy, mustard) 
-Nanban Takoyaki meal $10.50 
Takoyaki(5pcs) with drizzle of Citrus vinegar, pickled onion and house made garlic aioli on purple 
rice with red ginger, green onion and chili pepper. 
(Contains eggs, sesame, gluten, soy, octopus, mustard)  

-Nanban Takoyaki Large meal $15.00 
Takoyaki(7pcs) with drizzle of Citrus vinegar, pickled onion and house made garlic aioli on purple 
rice with red ginger, green onion and chili pepper. 
(Contains eggs, sesame, gluten, soy, octopus, mustard)   

-Nanban Croquette meal $10.50 
Vegetable croquette(2pcs) with drizzle of Citrus vinegar, pickled onion and house made garlic aioli 
on purple rice with red ginger, green onion and chili pepper. 
(Vegetarian, Contains eggs, dairy, sesame, gluten, soy, mustard) 
-Nanban Croquette Large meal $15.00 
Vegetable Croquette(3pcs) with drizzle of Citrus vinegar, pickled onion and house made garlic aioli 
on purple rice with red ginger, green onion and chili pepper. 
(Vegetarian, Contains eggs, dairy, sesame, gluten, soy, mustard) 
-Nanban Everything meal  $15.00 
Gushi Chicken(2pcs), Takoyaki(3pcs) and Vegetable croquette(1pcs) with drizzle of Citrus vinegar, 
pickled onion and house made garlic aioli on purple rice with red ginger, green onion and chili 
pepper. 
(Contains eggs, dairy, sesame, gluten, soy, octopus, mustard)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



-Japan Curry and rice $9.00 
Saucy Japanese vegetable curry on purple rice with Japanese pickled radish, fried zucchini and 
eggplant. 
(Vegetarian, Vegan, contains soy, gluten, sesame) 
-Japan Curry Gushi Chicken meal $11.50 
Gushi chicken(3pcs) with saucy Japanese vegetable curry on purple rice with Japanese pickled 
radish, fried zucchini and eggplant. 
(Contains soy, gluten, sesame)  

-Japan Curry Gushi Chicken Large meal $16.00 
Gushi chicken(5pcs) with saucy Japanese curry on purple rice with Japanese pickled radish, fried 
zucchini and eggplant. 
(Contains soy, gluten, sesame) 
-Japan Curry Takoyaki meal $11.50 
Takoyaki(5pcs) with saucy Japanese curry on purple rice with Japanese pickled radish, fried 
zucchini and eggplant. 
(Contains egg, soy, gluten, sesame, octopus)  

-Japan Curry Takoyaki Large meal  $16.00 
Takoyaki(7pcs) with saucy Japanese curry on purple rice with Japanese pickled radish, fried 
zucchini and eggplant. 
(Contains egg, soy, gluten, sesame, octopus)  

-Japan Curry Croquette meal $11.50 
Vegetable croquette(2pcs) with saucy Japanese vegetable curry on purple rice with Japanese 
pickled radish, fried zucchini and eggplant. 
(Vegetarian, contains dairy, soy, gluten, sesame) 
-Japan Curry Croquette Large meal $16.00 
Vegetable croquette(3pcs) with saucy Japanese curry on purple rice with Japanese pickled radish, 
fried zucchini and eggplant. 
(Vegetarian, contains dairy, soy, gluten, sesame) 
-Japan Curry Everything meal $16.00 
Gushi Chicken(2pcs), Takoyaki(3pcs) and Vegetable croquette(1pcs) with saucy Japanese curry on 
purple rice with Japanese pickled radish, fried zucchini and eggplant. 
(contains egg, dairy, soy, gluten, sesame, octopus)  

 
Add on menu on meal (Side) 
 
-Takoyaki 2pcs $3.00 
-Croquette 1pc $2.75 
- 
 
 



Snacks  
 
Hotdog on Rice (Single, double) $5.00/$8.00 
Panko-hotdog on purple rice with drizzle of spicy mayo and sesame sauce with red ginger, chili 
pepper and green onion. 
(Contains eggs, sesame, gluten, soy, mustard) 
Takoyaki(Octopus wheat ball) $7.50 
Takoyaki(5pcs) with drizzle of spicy mayo and sesame sauce with Bonito flake and green onion. 
(Contains eggs, sesame, gluten, soy, octopus, mustard) 
Gushi Chicken skewer $7.50 
Gushi chicken(3pcs) with drizzle of spicy mayo and sesame sauce,  green onion and chili pepper. 
(Contains eggs, sesame, gluten, soy, mustard) 
Gushi Chicken Small box(5pcs) $12.50 
Gushi chicken(5pcs) in a box with spicy mayo and sesame sauce on a side. 
(Contains eggs, sesame, gluten, soy, mustard) 
Gushi Chicken Large box(9pcs) $21.00 
Gushi chicken(9pcs) in a box with spicy mayo and sesame sauce on a side. 
(Contains eggs, sesame, gluten, soy, mustard) 
Vegetable Croquette(Japanese hash brown) $3.00 
Vegetable croquette with drizzle of spicy mayo and sesame sauce,  green onion and chili pepper. 
(Vegetarian, Contains eggs, dairy, sesame, gluten, soy, mustard) 
Mini Seaweed salad $1.50 
Seaweed salad in 2oz cup with sprinkle of roasted sesame seed. 
 
Desserts 
Mango cheesecake $3.50 
Green tea cheesecake $3.50  
 
Drinks 
Ramune(Japanese soda) $3.50 
Oi ocha(Unsweetened green tea) $3.50 
Jasmine Tea $3.50 
White Grape Juice $3.50 
Peach Juice $3.50 
Smart water bottle $2.50 
Coke can $1.50 
Coke zero can  $1.50 
Nestea can  $1.50 
Ginger ale can  $1.50 


